TOP 10 #SafeGolf #Covid-19 tips for
clubs and operators
Golf is “Safe to do” according to experts*. As we work together to #SlowDownTheCurve during the COVID-19 challenge, many
regular past times are not available. Team sports, gym, tennis, live sports and cultural events, meeting up in pubs or bars,
parties, events etc, are all off the table at this time, for the good of all. Even following live sports on TV is substantially
reduced with so many golf and other events cancelled or postponed. Golf has a unique opportunity to provide a welcome and
safe escape and sense of balance - #SafeGolf. Share these tips with your community.

Create a “path to play”
that avoids crowding and touch points ie. no club house
bar, limited restaurant, hands-off check in procedure.
Use temporary signage to guide your members and guests.

Offer take home meals
to be booked with the round.
(This keeps your F&B busy and helps your players reduce
public shopping).

Go cashless
Provide cashless payment methods where possible.

Remove bunker rakes
Local rule: Players should self rake with their foot or
club, to limit touch points.

This limits touch risks - any putts touching the cup are
considered holed.

or place out of usable areas.

Limit touch points and provide on the go supplies - with
your staff adhering to public health guidelines.

Equip team members with gloves
and sanitizer
Brief the team to always adhere to public health guidelines
and practise distancing rules with members
and guests.

Walking golf or single ride
Walking golf is a great option - Carts to be used as single
rider - unless immediate family. Wipe down carts for your
members / guests.
(Opportunity: You can offer to waive cart fees for a second
cart on certain days).

Share the “TOP 10 #SafeGolf tips for players”
List attached.

Lift the hole cup 1 inch / 2,5 cm up or
Turn it upside down
Remove ball washing stations

Grab and go halfway house - on the
go drinks

Communicate with your player base repeatedly
that there is a #SafeGolf opportunity
Let them know your club is ready and welcomes them.

* Compiled by
TAGMARSHAL - quoting references
References downloads and more on www.tagmarshal.com/SafeGolf #SafeGolf

